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Each question carries equal marks

Instructions:

o Answer all questions.

o No paper should be removed from the examination hall'

r Do not use any correction fluid.

1. a) Find the following limits:

16- x2(i) Iim --. ," x-+-4 4*x
f -ox(ii) lim i-x-+ox'-7x*6'

-6x4+x2+!(iii) lim,x-+F ?-f - x

b)

c)

Consider the tunction f (x):2x2. Show ttutyg^ot@$-!9 : +*'

Suppose a baeterial culture grows in such a way that at time r there are 13 bacteria. Let y - 73 '

Find the rate of growth at time r, that ,t#,using first principles. What is the rate of growth at

timet:l03seconds?(,
d) Differentiate the following functions with respect to x:

(i) /(.r) : ln(x2 +xd),
(ii) ft(x) - tan x (sin "r - 5),

*-t(iii) s(x) :;r+1.

2. a) Consider the function y : i-- - *3 +'2'

(i) Find the turning points of this function' 
&v

(i0 Identify the above turning points as maxima or minima uslng the second deivative 7p'

\

7y

Continued.



b) A two variable function is given by

(i) Find the partial derivatives (#) ,, 
uno (H),

(ii) Show rhar the total differe nrrat df of f atthe point (i l) is given bv

Cf : -dx-)',

y: -;Ln(-x2 +c);

where C is an arbitrary constant.

Given the initial condition .v(0) : - 1, {ind the constant C and write down the solution.

c) Test the differential equation

("0* +zxy2) ax* (cosy +ziy) dy : O

(iii) Verify that

[*Gl,].:[*(H)J,

3. a) Show that the function f (*,y): \@ is homogeneous and satisfies the Euler's theorem.

b) Using the substitution u - 1 - 4*, evaluate

[-La*J 
^/t - +*z

c) Use integration by parts formula to show that

I nl* + t) dx :xln(x + 1) - x* In(-r + l) +C;

where C is an arbitrary constant'

4. a) Find partiat fiactions d *
writing # as 1* *,evaluate !r'fifu,

b) Show, by the method of separation of variables, that the solution of the differential equation

4! - *,r,dx

can be written as

()

(

f(x,y):t/t-*-y2.

for exactness. If it is exact, then flnd its solution.
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